Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Epidemic is one of the most important issues related to our real lives. From SARS in 2003, to 2005 H1N1 flu, to today's H7N9, the epidemic problem has attracted a lot of attention. The dynamical behaviors of epidemic diseases have been studied for a long time; it also has been a hot topic \[[@CR1]--[@CR14]\].

For the problem of epidemic, the networks and its dynamics are some basic issue need to be solved firstly. The traditional study of networks includes lattices, regular tree, and ER random graph \[[@CR15]\] and then, many real networks were investigated, such as the Internet, the www, the scientific web, and so on. The small-world phenomenon and scale-free property are two major statistical topological characteristics, and the corresponding network models were named as small-world network \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\] and scale-free network \[[@CR19]--[@CR21]\], respectively. So many epidemic spreading problems are investigated on the two networks.

The epidemic system can be represented as a network where nodes stand for individuals, and edges stand for the relationships between them. Based on this hypothesis, several models have been proposed for epidemic dynamics. The typical Epidemic mode for the disease dynamics includes the susceptible-infected (SI) model \[[@CR22]\], susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model \[[@CR23]\], and susceptible-infected-recovered-susceptible (SIRS) model \[[@CR24]\], which represent the development of each individual's disease in a network. In this paper, the SIRS model was selected as our study object. In this model, an infected individual (*I*) is infective for some period of time and then is recovered (*R*), and no longer be infected by other infected individuals (*I*), and then he (she) would lose the immunization and become a susceptible individual again.

The purpose of immune strategy is protecting the part of network nodes would not be infected by cutting off the propagation path of virus. It is one of effective methods to prevent the virus from spreading on the population. In fact, an efficient immunization strategy can not only be applied to the computer network, but also have an important significance to the diseases spread and control in the human social networks. Currently, various immunization strategies have been proposed, for example: In 2000, Callway proposed a random immunization \[[@CR25]\] which the nodes to be vaccinate are selected randomly, while in order to control the spread of the disease we almost vaccinate to all individuals. Obviously, it is not practical. Lately, Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani proposed targeted immunization schemes \[[@CR26]\], which immune the large degree nodes firstly. Although there are good effects, but it needs to obtain the whole network topology structure information. In response to this issue, Cohen designs an efficient immunization strategy named "acquaintance immunization" \[[@CR27]\]. In this scheme, first randomly select some nodes, then randomly immune one of the nodes from their acquaintances. It is evident that the nodes with large degree have more chance to be vaccinated. In recent years, some other immune strategies have been proposed. For example: J. Gómez-Gardenes put forward on top of real communication networks the immune strategy \[[@CR28]\] based on covering algorithm, the effect is basically consistent with the targeted immunization strategy. Madar and Kalisky also proposed the double acquaintance immunization \[[@CR29]\] that first randomly selected some nodes, and then randomly immune their two acquaintances. The double acquaintance immunization shows a higher fraction of endemic states than the targeted, but its fraction of infected individuals is still lower than that obtained with the acquaintance immunization strategy. And we proposed a high-risk immunization strategy \[[@CR30]\], which the individuals with infected neighbors were looked as high-risk groups, and by immunizing the high-risk groups to controls the spread of the disease. However, the neighbor's neighbors were not considered in our last work. In this paper, the two-step high-risk immunization strategy was designed based on high-risk immunization. In this scheme, not only the high-risk neighbors were immunized, but also the indirect neighbors of infected individual were immunized too.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, the two-step high-risk immunization in different WS small-world complex networks is investigated, and the standard SIRS model is built. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we investigate the behaviors of density of infected individuals on different BA scale-free networks, and theoretical analysis and computer simulations are given. Finally, conclusions are given in last section.

The two-step high-risk immunization on small-world networks {#Sec2}
===========================================================

Suppose there are *N* nodes in the WS small-world network, each node is symmetrical connected to the nearest *K* nodes with probability *p* randomly re-connected to the each edge in the original network, and then the average degree of the network is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left\langle k \right\rangle =2K$$\end{document}$. There are three node statuses: *S* represents susceptible state, *I* represents infected state, and *R* represents removed state. *S* state nodes are infected with a certain rate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda =\frac{\beta }{\gamma }$$\end{document}$. Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} is the sketch of SIRS.Fig. 1Sketch of SIRS

Like the high-risk immunization \[[@CR30]\], define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega $$\end{document}$ is the probability that an arbitrary given node is a particular node's neighbor.

The probability of an arbitrary node for access to immunization through vaccination is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$; at the same time suppose *p* is the proportion that immunes the direct neighbors of high-risk people, and *q* is the proportion that immune the indirect neighbors. In homogeneous network, the two-step high-risk immunization model can be described as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \frac{dS(t)}{dt}&= -\lambda (1-p\delta \Omega /\sigma -q\delta \Omega ^{2}/\sigma )\left\langle k \right\rangle S(t)I(t)\nonumber \\&+\sigma R(t) \nonumber \\ \frac{dI(t)}{dt}&= \lambda (1-p\delta \Omega /\sigma -q\delta \Omega ^{2}/\sigma )\left\langle k \right\rangle S(t)I(t)\nonumber \\&-I(t) \nonumber \\ \frac{dR(t)}{dt}&= I(t)-\sigma R(t). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Here, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R(\hbox {t})$$\end{document}$, respectively, represent the average density of susceptible population, infected population, and removed population. In Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), the first term on the right side of the first equation considers the average density of an infected node infection produces new infections. The secondary term on the right side of the first equation considers the recovered nodes loss of immunity probability.
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                \begin{document}$$S(t)+I(t)+R(t)=1$$\end{document}$, and the static conditions of no infectious diseases spread on networks are$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I(t)=0$$\end{document}$, the above equation can be simplified as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \lambda =\frac{1}{(1-p\delta \Omega /\sigma -q\delta \Omega ^{2}/\sigma )\left\langle k \right\rangle }. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$So, the non-zero epidemic threshold is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda _c = \frac{1}{(1-p\delta \Omega /\sigma -q\delta \Omega ^{2}/\sigma )\left\langle k \right\rangle }$$\end{document}$ When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma =1$$\end{document}$, the SIRS model is equivalent to the SIS model, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From the results obtained by the above mathematical model, we can see that the non-zero epidemic threshold is associated with the average degree $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega $$\end{document}$ of a node with specific nodes which are neighbors to each other, and the numbers of the direct neighbors and indirect neighbors. When the probability of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega $$\end{document}$ is fixed, we can obtain the diffident non-zero epidemic threshold by change the immune proportion of neighbors and indirect neighbors. Then we can achieve the optimal immune effect.

Based on the analysis, the corresponding experiments are performed to further verify it. Our simulations are implemented at fixed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N=2,000, \left\langle k \right\rangle =4$$\end{document}$, and the rewiring rate is 0.1. Initially, 10 % of the susceptible nodes in the network are infected. Suppose that the chance of being infected by its neighbor is equal for all nodes. In other words, in each iteration, the probability of being infected by its neighbor is the same. Simulations were computed averaging over 30 different starting configurations, performed on 20 different realizations of the network.

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} is the comparison of random immunization, high-risk immunization, and the two-step high-risk immunization. Under the condition that the vaccinating number is same, the effect of the high-risk immunization is best, while the effect of the two-step high-risk immunization is not only slightly inferior to high-risk immunization but also better than random immunization. This is consistent with the actual situation, the high-risk immunization directly cut off the route of transmission of the virus from the source, greatly reducing the spread of the virus, so the effect is best; while in the similar condition, the two-step high-risk immunization not only immunes their directly neighbors but also immunes their indirectly neighbors, so compared with high-risk immunization cut off more decentralized transmission. So the immune effect is slightly inferior. However, who is the directed neighbor is difficult to identify in fact. So, the two-step high-risk immunization is more feasible.Fig. 2The comparison of random immunization, high-risk immunization, and the two-step high-risk immunization in WS small-world network (when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N=2,000, \left\langle k \right\rangle =4, \sigma =0.2$$\end{document}$ Infection density varies with propagation probability)

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a is the comparison of the immune effect when we change the immune proportion of direct neighbor and indirect number in the two-step high-risk immunization. From Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, we can see, when the proportion of immune direct neighbor nodes from 0.1 to 0.9 increased, and the proportion of immune indirect neighbor nodes from 0.9 to 0.1 decreased, the epidemic threshold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$ increases at begin and then decreases. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b is changing of total number of immune nodes with p and q. Form Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, we can see that the total numbers generally equaled when the immune proportion is changed.Fig. 3**a** When *p* from 0.1 to 0.9 and *q* from 0.9 to 0.1, infection densities vary with propagation probability (*p* represents the proportion of immune direct neighbor node, *q* represents the proportion of immune indirect neighbor node). **b** The changing of total number of immune nodes with *p* and *q*

Here, *p* represents the proportion of immune direct neighbor node; *q* represents the proportion of immune indirect neighbor node.

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} indicates the immune effect when the number of vaccinated nodes is same or similar. For the stronger infectious virus, the more intimate neighbors ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=0.1,q=0.9$$\end{document}$) can be vaccinated to achieve the optimal immune effect; for the not strong infectious virus, the spread of virus can be controlled effectively when evenly choose the number of direct and indirect neighbors individuals ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The two-step high-risk immunization on scale-free networks {#Sec3}
==========================================================

The characteristic of WS small-world model is the connectivity distribution can be approximately represented by the Poisson distribution. The distribution has a peak in the average value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K$$\end{document}$. So the network is also known as the Homogeneous network. In recent years, another major discovery is in many complex networks, including Internet, WWW, and the new supersedes the old network, connection degree distribution function has the power-law form. Because in these network the nodes' degree without significantly characteristic length, so called scale-free networks \[[@CR19]\]. Barabási and Albert proposed the BA scale-free model based on the characteristic of growth and preferential attachment. We study the SIRS two-step high-risk immunization infectious disease model based on the scale-free network model is described as follows: constructs a BA scale-free network, it satisfies the growth and preferential connection characteristic, after iterating this scheme a sufficient number of times, we obtain a networks composed of *N* nodes with degree distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$. The first term on the rhs of the last equation of Eq. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) denotes the infected nodes recovering with unit rate.

As we know, in scale-free networks a randomly chosen link is more likely to be connected to an infected node with high connectivity, yielding \[[@CR31]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ decreasingIn our real life, the longer the time immune in our body, the harder the virus transmit in the crowd, namely there is a higher spreading threshold; while the shorter the time with the immune in our body, the easier the virus transmit in the crowd, which means the spreading threshold is lower.(2)$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$ is disease vaccination rate. If the vaccination rate is very high namely to have more individual acquired immunity, the disease is not easy to spread and the threshold higher.(3)$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda _c$$\end{document}$ maximum.When immunizing the more direct neighbors, the disease is not easy to spread. When immunizing the more indirect neighbors, the disease is not easy to spread too. While when the total immunity number is same or similar, an optimal immune proportion can be achieved by changing the immune proportion of direct neighbors and indirect neighbors. In this case, the spread of virus can be most effectively controlled, and the propagation threshold reached the maximum.

Based on the above analysis of mathematical theory, the corresponding experiments also were implemented to verification. The network was selected as scale-free network with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0.1^*N$$\end{document}$ infected nodes were selected randomly from the network. Suppose the chance of be infected by infected neighbor is equal to all nodes, and the probability of infection is the same. Simulations were computed averaging over 30 different starting configurations, performed on 20 different realizations of the network.

Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} is the comparison of random immunization, high-risk immunization, and the two-step high-risk immunization effect. Under the condition that the vaccinating number is same, the results are similar to the small-world network; the effect of the high-risk immunization is best, while the effect of the two-step high-risk immunization is not only slightly inferior to high-risk immunization but also better than random immunization.Fig. 4The comparison of random immunization, high-risk immunization, and the two-steps high-risk immunization in BA scale-free network (when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N=2,000, \left\langle k \right\rangle =4, \sigma =0.2$$\end{document}$ Infection density varies with propagation probability)

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a is the comparison of the immune effect when we change the immune proportion of direct neighbors and indirect numbers in the two-step high-risk immunization. In Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, when the proportion of immune direct neighbor nodes from 0.1 to 0.9 increased, and the proportion of immune indirect neighbor nodes from 0.9 to 0.1 decreased, the epidemic threshold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$ decreases at begin and then increases. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b is changing of total number of immune nodes with *p* and *q*. Form Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, we can see that the total numbers change from 400 to 1,000 when the immune proportion is changed as above. This phenomenon is mainly determined by the characteristics of scale-free network itself. In the construction of scale-free networks there are two important features which are the growth and preferential attachment, so some degree of nodes is relatively large. This leads to a rapidly increase in the number of direct neighbors and indirect neighbors we looked for, which affect the immune quantity. So if a smaller proportion of direct neighbors and a larger proportion of indirect neighbors ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} indicates the immune effect when the number of vaccinated nodes is same or similar. In Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, for the stronger infectious virus, more indirect neighbors can be immunized to active the optimal immune effect ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec4}
==========

In this paper, the two-step high-risk immunization strategy was proposed by experimenting in the WS small-world network model and BA scale-free network model; further the effects of various immunization schemes are compared; at the same time the application effect of the two-step high-risk immunization is discovered. According to the different strengths of infectious disease, the different immunization proportional can be taken to achieve the optimal immune effect. The results verified that the two-step high-risk immunization not only has its own advantages, but also is effective, economic, and feasible.
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